Mr. Coffman, a World War veteran who saw service with the Signal Corps and the United States Air Corps, and a past department commander of the American Legion, gives some highlights of the war with particular emphasis on the contributions by the Signal Corps. He was assisted by Dr. John A. Rawlik, a member of the college faculty, who was stationed in the field of Argonne Forest.

The pictures, some of them made under the most unusual conditions, were selected to point out the tremendous destruction of lives and property which war brings. The program, therefore, was organized on several levels. The first series included shots of the life in the trenches in France, the devastation of the country, pictures of the American airplanes and tanks in action, treatment of wounded and the work of the Red Cross, and the final shot of sign-}

of peace.

(Continued on Page Four)

Family Meets

Eighteen girls have enrolled in the Senior Life-Saving Club, meeting twice a week under the leadership of Ruth Tolkien, some for the purpose of practicing chest-compressions, others to get into shape for the coming winter. They have already had the cooperation of the Red Cross and will get assistance from the local directors.

At the recent meeting, plans were made for a major fund-raising project the local chapter of the National League of Savings. The girls are being encouraged to sell gasoline at a nickel a gallon and to sell gasoline at a discount. A large number of people have already purchased gasoline tickets, and the girls hope to raise enough money to purchase a tank and a car to be used in the rescue work.

One Hour More—And The Breeze Goes To Press

The current issue of the Breeze contains an article about the work of the Senior Life-Saving Club, which meets twice a week under the leadership of Ruth Tolkien, some for the purpose of practicing chest-compressions, others to get into shape for the coming winter. They have already had the cooperation of the Red Cross and will get assistance from the local directors.

At the recent meeting, plans were made for a major fund-raising project the local chapter of the National League of Savings. The girls are being encouraged to sell gasoline at a nickel a gallon and to sell gasoline at a discount. A large number of people have already purchased gasoline tickets, and the girls hope to raise enough money to purchase a tank and a car to be used in the rescue work.

Our American Schools At Work Is Theme Used For National Education Week

"Oh," said the Bewildered Young Teacher, "I've heard about American Education Week, of course, but I never did anything about it. The National Education Association, the American Legion, and the United States Office of Education take care of that, don't they?"

"Yes, and Beautiful Friend," said the Wise Old Doc, "did ever I occur to you that, as far as this community is concerned, the National Education Association, the American Legion, and the United States Office of Education are the United States Office of Education?"

The play was presented at the high school auditorium, with a short memorial service, conducted by Dr. S. Marion Tucker, of the West.” Following this opening address, the audience was introduced to the "Neighborhood Teacher," who was played by Mr. Pim. The teacher proved to be a very likable character, and the audience enjoyed his spontaneous and humorous presentation.

The play showed able direction in the scene and the character of the students came out for the audience to be interested in becoming good swimmers and life savers.

One Hour More—And The Breeze Goes To Press

Behold Calm Atmosphere!

Vote is yapping above the phone, the telephone, the paging of temporary members, the doors, there is a general rumbling undertones. The fingers have all been on their toes, each with a telephone to hold, and much of the students and faculty are excited about the announcement of the American Legion’s new policy.

The American Legion has announced that it would be sending out more than 600 school children to the West Coast, and this is expected to bring about a new wave of interest in the Legion’s work. The Legion is also planning to hold more meetings in the area, and this is expected to attract more people to the Legion’s activities.

Our American Schools At Work Is Theme Used For National Education Week

"Oh," said the Bewildered Young Teacher, "I've heard about American Education Week, of course, but I never did anything about it. The National Education Association, the American Legion, and the United States Office of Education take care of that, don’t they?"

"Yes, and Beautiful Friend," said the Wise Old Doc, "did ever I occur to you that, as far as this community is concerned, the National Education Association, the American Legion, and the United States Office of Education are the United States Office of Education?"

Mr. Pim Passes By” Reaps Praise Of Onlookers

Mr. Pim, whose passing has raised all the popularity in the usual scene life of the local community, has been seen at the local college, where he was recognized for his campus leadership and high standard of scholarship. He has been recognized as a leader in the local community, and his death was mourned by many.
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**A BARROWING AGAIN**

**By Agnes Barugh**

Tuesday the Rebel forces penetrated Madrid. This means the end of the last battle, for the Civil War has been going on quite independent of each other. He expressed the hope that the National Guard of the world, or the world for that matter, would rise in defense of its liberties and its democratic principles. All Madrid is nervous from the continued and deadly shooting of the last few days. It is said that Irregular spies have filtered into Madrid and correspondents are constantly asked to avoid solutions.

**Madrid Is Nervous From Bombing**

**Germany Deprives Children of Balloons; Needs Rubber**

One reason there is so much harm in the world is because there are so many people who take themselves seriously. - The Old Line.

"If you want the truth, ask a child." - If I Were a College Editor. Freshmen are as much thought and effort as the weaving of a professional robe of ethics, methods, and techniques, to slip over our shoulders as we go from college into our own lives.

**Barrowings**

**Teaching the Student the Human Clinic**

By ANA HADDOCK

When I came to school, there was with me a friend from Puerto Rico who was to be a freshman at this college. Our impressions were the same. We wanted to see the college first of all, then the town. When we saw the college, I liked it very much, but I thought it was a simple college, that I would not get lost here.

The campus was so well laid out, the plans of the buildings were so simple that I found it comparatively easy to figure out. We had supper at the hotel and I did not like the food. We had chicken soup and I found it was too watery and too bland. I ate a salad, with a sauce that I had never tasted before and which I would not eat again. I thought of going back to our college for recreation, but I thought it was not the thing to do.

**FROST**

**One hour More**

(Continued from Page One)

To know if she may please band in her article tomorrow—another, bless me, for I have not written the title, I have not worked my idea, I have not prepared the paper. I have only read the news and thought of the title. It is a good idea, I think, and I will try to develop it. I will do it tomorrow.

**IF I WAS A COLLEGE EDITOR**

Dear Editor:

Of course I am just a freshman. I don't know what to write. The BREEZE as closely as the no one said. I have not seen the newspaper before. The first day in classes I could not understand, I did not understand what people were saying. There is no thinking more interesting to the student. The people are very hospitable. We had supper at the hotel and I did not like the food. We had chicken soup and I found it was too watery and too bland. I ate a salad, with a sauce that I had never tasted before and which I would not eat again. I thought of going back to our college for recreation, but I thought it was not the thing to do.

**Univigssiamalnajuanjuarlsls**

The first day in classes I could not understand, I did not understand what people were saying. There is no thinking more interesting to the student. The people are very hospitable. We had supper at the hotel and I did not like the food. We had chicken soup and I found it was too watery and too bland. I ate a salad, with a sauce that I had never tasted before and which I would not eat again. I thought of going back to our college for recreation, but I thought it was not the thing to do.

The town seemed small, but it was nice and clean. I liked it at first sight. Then we came to the college and the first plans we made was Mrs. Cook's office. I felt at once that Mrs. Cook was a friend to me. We were taken to Senior Hall where we spent the first night. I felt as if it was a dream, when I began to think how far I was from home.

We got together that night that the only thing cared for was for talk about Puerto Rico and its people. It was cold. I began to notice the changes is climate. The following it was foggy. I had a feeling of homesickness.

I liked Senior Hall, but after I saw the rest of the college it was not so nice. I am not used to such things. There are many interesting things to read about and the human side of the race.

Naturally, I realize that a certain amount of extra reading is necessary, but the time is not great as yet. However, many experts see dangers ahead in this course. What was the human side of the race? How can we escape a world holocaust, we ought to have plenty of time to experiment with the institution.

**One hour More**

(Continued from Page One)
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Alpha Gives New Girl Tea

Five Girls Attend W. and L. Dance Over Week-End

Alpha Literary Society entertained at a tea for its new members Wed-

nesday afternoon in Alumni Hall, making one of the main social events of

the week.

"The reviving line was composed of Helen Mitchell, president; Ruth

Mathews, secretary-treasurer, and Mrs. J. K. Rockwell, Prof. C. P.

Shorts, and Dr. W. G. Chap-

polo, sponsors. Decorations con-

sisted of pick flowers and white can-

dles.

A clever and interesting program was presented by the various groups of
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Thirty Girls Hike
Up Shenandoah Mountain

Dr. Duke Leads Second Climbing of Year; Offers Aid to "Maiden in Distress"

On Wednesday afternoon Dr. Duke and about forty girls who were disappointed in making the trip to Massanutten Peak went on the path of the name "Maiden in Distress," which was the name of a select group of the freshman line-up. The party left the college (about 1:15) in the school bus and followed the route out of Harrisonburg, by Rawly Springs and up a very crooked road via the Massanutten Mountain, which is the boundary line between West Virginia and Virginia.

The bus was parked in West Virginia and the crowd piled out to two peaks up a nearby peak. Words were spoken in commemoration of the battle of the shutter of mountains seen to either side.

Only one casualty was reported—Marguerite Trivett sprained her ankle. Dr. Duke very generously took her to the gully and up and good for bandages.

The party returned to the college about five hours later, everyone returning favorably, and some even saying that it was better than a trip to the Purple and Gold goal.

Scenes of War

President, Louise Hanks; vice-president, Patsy Nolan; secretary, Mary Rowland; treasurer, Mary Jane O'Neal, and program chairman, Elizabeth Abbott.

The organization has been doing outstanding work this fall as an Alpha Group and Lewis Hanks, president, says, "I hope the members will make an especial effort to make the club a success now that it begins the work as an independent organization. Any student not asked or interested in membership of the club and who is genuinely interested in rural life is urged to respond and help make a go of it."

Freshmen Elect Other Leaders

The President of the class council, two representatives to the student government, and a cheer leader from Freshman Class, were elected at a meeting Thursday night in Rude Gymnasium.

Nomination for the first three positions was made by a committee consisting of Mrs. Cook, Mary H. Gein and Marguerite Bell, newly elected president of the Sophomore Class. Mrs. Marguerite Clark, Norfolk, was chosen president of the Freshman Council, while Martin Peirce, Arting, college librarian, was elected vice-president to plan the trip to Massanutten Peak.

The meeting was conducted by Margaret Bell, Freshman Class president, and Virginia Turner, vice-president of the Junior Class.

Club Wins Approval To Organize

Alpfa Lump Group When Rural Life Dept. Secures Faculty Sanction

The Rural Life Club, formerly an Alpha Group, is now an independent organization. The constitution of this club was approved by the faculty last Tuesday night.

The club grew out of a feeling among students of a need for an organization planned for those interested in rural life. The first successful attempt at starting such a club date from last spring when the idea was launched under Alpha Literature Society.

The offices of the new club are as follows: President, Louise Hanks; vice-president, Patsy Nolan; secretary, Mary Rowland; treasurer, Mary Jane O'Neal, and program chairman, Elizabeth Abbott.

The organization has been doing outstanding work this fall as an Alpha Group and Lewis Hanks, president, says, "I hope the members will make an especial effort to make the club a success now that it begins the work as an independent organization. Any student not asked or interested in membership of the club and who is genuinely interested in rural life is urged to respond and help make a go of it."

Change Your Personality With Your Hat

You can be amusingly different, fresh and smart by simply changing your hat. And don't forget that a hat lives in a lot of changes, we've developed a habit for every type of costume, social party or dressy. And priced them so low that you'll see at a glance . . .

*$8 to $15 a pair to shop at

THE BREEZE